LISTA DOCUMENTE
1. The application for the competition, signed by the candidate, including an affidavit about the veracity of the
information in the file;
2. Proposal academic career development both in terms of teaching, where teaching positions and in terms of
scientific research activities; proposal written by the candidate, comprising more than 10 pages;
3. Curriculum Vitae in print and electronic format;
4. List the candidate works in print and electronic format;
5. Form of verifying whether the minimum standards required and mandatory conf. Education Law and Order
6560/2012 updated. Sheet verification is completed and signed by the candidate;
6. documents relate to the degree of doctor: The doctor certified copy of the diploma and, if the original doctor's
diploma is not recognized in Romania, certificate of recognition or equivalence thereof;
7. summary in Romanian and in a foreign language, the thesis or, where applicable, habilitation thesis on more
than one page for each language
8. Birth certificate - copy;
9. Marriage certificate (if applicable) - copy;
10. CI / BI - simple copy;
11. Diploma - copy;
12. Diploma licentă- copy;
13. Transcript - copy;
14. copies of medical certificates representing securities (assistant professor - holding the title of resident
physician or a medical superior title; the lecturer or lecturer - to hold the title of specialist, the professor - to hold
the title of MD) - where applicable;
15. Proof of holding a Ph.D. degree - for a university professor
16. Master degree and transcript - certified copy - if necessary;
17. Certificate of foreign language proficiency -pina to S.L. inclusive;
18. Certificate of Competence in informatica- until S.L. inclusive;
19. Certify / diploma a course of psycho-pedagogy;
20. Other diplomas and scientific degrees or academic times;
21. more than 10 publications, patents or other works of the candidate, in electronic format, selected by it and
considered to be most relevant to their professional achievements
22. receipt of the contest

- Candidates for the positions of associate professor must include the file at least 3 names and contact addresses
of personalities in the field, in the country or abroad, outside the higher education institution whose post is put up,
who agreed to write letters of recommendation regarding the candidate's professional qualities.
- Candidates professor must include the file at least 3 names and contact addresses of personalities in the field
from abroad, who agreed to write letters of recommendation regarding the candidate's professional qualities.
- If specific scientific fields with Romanian letters of recommendation for candidates for posts of professor also
originate from some personalities in the field Romania respectively, outside the higher education institution whose
post is put up.

